FOREWORD
As the IAB has stated before, the world’s biggest and most interconnected cities
help set global agenda’s and serve as hubs of global integration. They are engines
of growth for their countries and gateways to the resources of their regions.
The cities that host the biggest capital markets, best universities, most diverse
and well-educated populations, wealthiest multinationals and most powerful
international organisations have the best global connections which feed social
and economic growth and innovation.
Whatever happens in the world, Rotterdam has the abiding advantage of its
geographical location in a natural delta with a well established deep water port.
However, despite this advantage, developments in the world do have their
effects on our city, be it positive or negative. For that reason it is important,
when we make choices about the future development of our city, to take
global developments into account and base our choices on taking the most
advantage of positive global developments while preparing ourselves against
the negative effects of some global developments. We all know that in order
to make the right decisions for the future, it is important to be aware of our
history, but it is equally important to have a real sense of the future and to
plan ahead. Not for two or four years, but for decades.
It is with this truth in mind that the EDBR, together with several experts and
municipal leaders, embarked on a scenario planning process in 2010, as a result
of an IAB recommendation made in November 2009. The scenarios and their
ensuing strategic choices formed the main subject for the members of the
International Advisory Board to think about. The IAB’s central question for this
edition was to bring even more focus to the choices, import international
knowledge, and most importantly, to steer the Rotterdam Executive towards the
road to implementation of the strategic choices. The IAB focussed on what is
needed in order to be able to achieve the chosen goals and to make sure that
Rotterdam remains a strategically strong, economic and innovative hub in an
ever changing vast arena in which cities and the-ir roles become more and
more important.
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We hope that the advice you find in this report will give both the inspiration and
the impetus to turn these goals into a reality. All members of the IAB have given
their time, knowledge and experience to help Rotterdam move ahead with the
times, as they too carry a torch for this great city and wish to see it prosper into
the future.
All IAB members are willing to stay connected and involved in this process of
implementation until we meet again for the next IAB Conference and we would
like to receive periodical updates on how this advice has been followed up.
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MANAGAMENT SUMMARY

This year’s IAB recommendations are based on a thorough
discussion about robust strategies for Rotterdam based on
the scenario planning project undertaken by the Economic
Development Board Rotterdam during 2010 and 2011. The
scenario planning approach proved to be very valuable in
focusing the collective effort on the key strategic themes the
city has to address in the years to come.
Diversification of activities is important and the city should
focus on a few sectors that really define its future: maritime
and logistics, energy and process industry and healthcare and
the creative sector, in which the city has a natural advantage.
The Municipal Executive should embrace the scenario planning
method as it helps to identify plausible and consistent futures
for the city. The scenarios provide a powerful tool to anticipate
change and manage risk for the city.
The main IAB recommendations for 2011 are:
1. Attractive City
Rotterdam is a vibrant city with many advantages working in
its favour. From looking at the possible future for Rotterdam
it is clear that in all possible scenarios, it is imperative that
Rotterdam focuses on creating an attractive city with a strong
underlying economy that is fully prepared to benefit from
the advantages of digitalisation. The central aim for the city
should be to focus on strengthening the urban community.
This is the absolute number one strategic commitment and is
the precondition for all other strategic priorities to be successful
and for the city to reach her full potential. It is indispensable
to have full private sector involvement to increase knowledge.
Focus on a small number of projects, dare to make choices
and ensure the commitment of the private sector. There is at
this moment no mechanism in place to actively and effectively
involve the private sector and there are too many agencies
that work separately from each other.
2. Executive Action
The IAB wants to stress the importance of an adequate
implementation of the strategies brought forward. Rotterdam
is faced with an execution challenge and therefore needs to
solve current barriers to swift implementation. For this the
city needs to show proactive leadership in the city’s management
and needs to create a new collaborative structure for the public
and private sector to work together.
It is clear that there is an urgency of the realisation of executive
power and leadership, but there is also the readiness by the
IAB and EDBR to help the Municipal Executive reach this. In

particular the areas where a lack of executive action has been
observed: inward investment, innovation, city marketing, focus
area developments, linkages between port and city.
The current bureaucratic structure is too complicated to handle
such important tasks. There is insufficient single responsibility
and single accountability. That is why the proposal to create
a government-owned private company, very much comparable
to the ‘Rotterdam Port Authority’ which will be responsible for
the above mentioned tasks, deserves serious consideration.
The Municipal Executive needs to appoint people from the city
administration to work with the EDBR to devise a detailed plan
for such a company within a time frame of two months. As all
the important stakeholders in the city agree on this course of
action and are ready and willing to help, the Municipal Executive
must take this signal seriously.
In regard to reforms within the city’s structure and management,
the Executive should generate specific work programmes within
four months to transform the following areas:
• adapt the organisational structure to facilitate change.
• make necessary changes to the regulatory framework
with emphasis on incentives for wealth creation).
• focus on the development of management
processes to attain greater efficiencies.
• design protocols for public-private
collaboration in development plans.
• design protocols for public engagement
in support of development plans.
• look at various funding mechanisms beyond direct
taxation (for instance consider the use of “tax
incremental funding” for projects).
The IAB feels that Rotterdam has excellent ideas and skilful
people, but not enough knowledge of innovative governance
structures, processes and financing mechanisms.
3. Regional Cooperation
Given the global developments in the world economy the
best way forward for Rotterdam to strengthen its economy
and safeguard future economic development is to seek further
regional cooperation, based on economic synergies.

This is where the subsidiarity principle comes into effect. One of
the main considerations here is not to simply add another layer
of government but to seek strategic alliances there where
this makes most economic sense, and to simplify existing
government structures as far as possible. This relates to
strategic spatial planning, transport, major infrastructure,
environmental (waste, energy, water), housing, higher
education and research, economic development and
cluster policy.
It is already clear that certain long term economic interests of
the city go beyond conventional regional boundaries and cross
many national ones. Especially the relationship with Antwerp
requires a serious follow-up.
4. Sustainability
Rotterdam needs to accelerate her ambitions to become a
sustainable city. The IAB applauds the efforts being made by
the city so far, but feel more is needed.
The port has a clear vision and direction to become the world’s
greenest port. The city needs such a clear vision too, and these
two visions need to be integrated and need to support and
strengthen each other. The city needs to work towards
eco-efficiency and needs to strongly involve its citizens in
achieving total sustainability.
The RCI is a good initiative, but the RCI alone is not enough.
Role models for the true creation of a sustainable city are
Copenhagen, Stockholm, Portland (Oregon) and Oslo.
The development of a bio-based economy creates huge
opportunities for Rotterdam as the port for which huge quantities
of bio-mass material can be distributed. In particular it creates
an important option to add value through the development of
high tech bio based industry. This is one of the many examples
where the cooperation between the regional universities and
the city can add value to both. The Alderman for sustainability
did just launch a new comprehensive plan for a sustainable
Rotterdam at the start of the IAB conference. The efforts
described in this plan are not included in these IAB
considerations, but will be taken into account at the
next conference.

There is a right level of aggregation for all relevant
functionalities, and these should be more exhaustively analysed
to determine what the right level of aggregation is. As such,
the promising relationship with The Hague reflects just one of
the many options that exist.
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1. RETHINKING ROTTERDAM

The art of scenario planning was designed as a strategic planning
method used to make flexible long-term strategic plans.
Scenarios are stories that contain known facts about the future,
such as demographics, geography, economic and social science,
that are combined in a plausible way with alternative social,
technical, economic, environmental, educational and political
trends which are key driving forces. Making combinations of
these trends with known facts should lead to stories that can
give us a glimpse of what our future may look like. Scenarios
force us to recognise that many factors may combine in ways
that create surprising futures and enable us to take positive
action to embrace the opportunities the future may bring
while minimising negative impacts.
A. The Scenario Planning Process
As a result of the IAB Conference of November 2009, the
IAB members recommended that the city undertake a scenario
planning project, back casting from 2040 to form robust
strategies for the present Municipal Executive and city
administration to design current development programmes
around. The EDBR took up this gauntlet in the Spring of 2010,
but decided to work towards the horizon of 2030, rather than
2040, and spent the rest of that year building four scenarios
and deriving from them the main robust strategies that
Rotterdam should focus on for the next two decades. In this
process members of the EDBR took part, as well as members
of the Municipal Executive, members of the YoungEDBR/R’damse
Nieuwe, members of several City Departments and several
thematic experts.
Scenarios are stories about what our future could look like,
based on the most important uncertainties. Scenarios are not
predictions, but should be seen as impressions. The actual future
will contain parts or elements of the various scenarios. At first
sight, certain scenarios will perhaps seem more plausible than
others, but all scenarios could develop between now and 2030.
A scenario planning process starts with building a scenario frame.
This scenario frame is designed around the main global trends
that will have a noticeable impact in the coming years. These
trends can be extracted from political, environmental, economic,
social, technical and demographic developments. From the
main trends identitied, two main drivers can be selected.
Drivers are trends that are (almost) not influenced by other
trends, while they themselves are very influential on nearly
all other trends. The group engaged in Rethinking Rotterdam
identified 52 trends that could be grouped in 15 trend clusters.
From those 15 trend clusters, the two main drivers were
selected: The speed of transition from a carbon based to a
bio-based economy on the X-axis, and the economic growth
P.9

of the emerging markets lying between 3% and 10% on the
Y-axis. The remaining 13 trend clusters were used in building
the four scenarios against these main two drivers. The result
is shown in figure 1.
FIGURE 1 SCENARIO FRAME

The scenarios created in the EDBR’s study serve as a touchstone
for evaluating the strategic options with which Rotterdam can
adequately face the future. It is unlikely any of the scenarios
will become reality in their extreme form, but they serve as
beacons to prepare city administrators and the Rotterdam
business community for change. Scenarios help us identify a
number of strategic options: actions that can be taken now
to help brace ourselves against the worst outcomes of the
scenarios, while at the same time enabling us to take maximum
advantage of the best future outcomes. Some options are
relevant in every scenario and are, in this way, future-proof.
Other options become more relevant if a specific scenario
unfolds. The options which are relevant in every scenario, the
future-proof options, form important building blocks for an
economic vision. The options which only possess relevance in
one or two scenarios can provide an important stimulus for
the city to foster specific scenarios. These options are also
referred to as semi-robust options; their relevance is related
1-to-1 with the preferred scenarios and the risk attitude of
the administrators.
Given the four scenarios, the EDBR, together with the
Municipal Executive and several Heads of Departments,
derived the following robust strategic options against
the background of the four scenario’s:
• strengthening regional cooperation,
• choosing new priority clusters,
• stimulating innovation,
• intensifying the development of talent and
• encouraging entrepreneurship.

To foster the more desirable scenarios,
the group chose these semi-robust options:
• making the Rotterdam economy sustainable,
• strengthening the knowledge infrastructure and
• improving the attractiveness of Rotterdam as a place to live.
These strategic options, together with the four scenarios were
put before the members of the IAB. Their central task consisted
of taking these strategic options several steps further, by:
• bringing more focus to the choices made (time and
money constraints make it impossible to do everything,
so where should our focus lie?).
• finding barriers to implementation and
execution of the choices made and bringing solutions
• giving advice on methods of implementation
and progress analysis
Following you find a short summary of all four scenarios. The full
scenarios are available from the EDBR bureau.
B. Scenario I: Powerful Port
In this scenario, we are in a situation of global free trade.
The emerging economies are showing an average annual
economic growth of 10%. The established economies lag far
behind this figure, but do benefit from the global free trade
and get a piece of the pie because the emerging economies
are doing well. This also applies to the Netherlands as trading
nation par excellence. Flourishing world trade is good news,
particularly for the port of Rotterdam. In this scenario, our
economy is completely dependent on the port. As it was
easy for the port to make good money in the years ’10 to
’30 with (oil) refining and cargo handling, few steps were
taken in our country and our city to make the transition to a
bio-based economy. Other countries – mainly outside Europe
– did make this transition. This was spurred on by a rapidly
growing world population and thus an increasing shortage
of raw materials, and the growing climate problems. Dutch
politicians and the business sector did not manage to break
through the inertia that characterised the first decade. Mainly
because we were not forced economically or socially to look
any further. It gives us a picture of a future in which we are
doing reasonably well, but are definitely not among the star
performers. In the economic, innovative, social and cultural
field, we are amongst the underachievers in the Western
economies. There is a lack of focus and direction. We are
now so far lagging behind when it comes to innovation that
we can no longer catch up and the Netherlands is almost
completely dependent on world trade and the economic growth
of other countries. Because we can still earn a reasonable living
and maintain the welfare state, no-one worries too much about

the situation and we just muddle along. This makes us
vulnerable. As long as things are going well in the world
we will also manage, but if anything at all goes wrong we
will pay the highest price.
C. Scenario II: Valley of Vitality
In this scenario, world trade is stagnating. The emerging
economies, which were still doing extremely well economically
in the first decade of the 21st century, have now collapsed
and are dragging the rest of the world down with them. The
decline is caused by a combination of factors: unrest in the
Middle East, a continuous recession in the US, the reticence
of other countries to fund American deficits, a faltering dollar,
major civil unrest and ultimately a complete collapse of the
global economic system. World trade stagnates due to a lack
of demand and a lack of markets. Countries turn increasingly
inwards and try to protect their national economy by
implementing protectionist measures. For the Netherlands, as
a trading nation, this is a disastrous scenario. Now that we can
no longer count on (re-)exports, we are forced – for the first
time in ages – to take drastic measures and to plot a different
course. Forced by the situation, the politicians, academics and
executives manage to break through the inertia. There is
cooperation between the academic, business and political
world. Innovation is stimulated and supported, even if financial
resources are limited. Successes are achieved due to the
openness and intensive cooperation of the various parties
within our country. In economic terms, things are going
moderately well for the Netherlands and thanks to the new
innovative course, our economy continues to develop, albeit
slowly. A positive consequence is that this new course and
energy is creating a new élan in the Netherlands and in
Rotterdam. The port is quite a lot smaller than at the turn of
the century and less powerful, but the industry established
there is state of the art. Innovation is occurring in Rotterdam.
Administrative cooperation is supra-regional and Rotterdam is
the centre of a vibrant, energetic region. Although there is little
or no money, the world – and also the Netherlands – continues
to make the transition to a bio-based economy only through
necessity. Hard choices are being made in the world: money
that is available is put into developing a bio-based economy,
even if this is at the expense of other investments. This is
necessary due, on the one hand, to the scarcity of raw materials
and a growing world population and, on the other, to a new
call for self-sufficiency.
D. Scenario III: Dynamic Delta
In this scenario, world trade is healthy. The emerging economies
are towing the rest of the world along, thanks to their average
annual economic growth percentage of 10%. The position of
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the emerging economies has been reinforced by their rapidly
developing middle classes and their transition from a production
to a consumption and knowledge economy. The transition to
a bio-based economy is not being made, however. Although
there is money available to invest in development, great
technological and scientific breakthroughs in this field are
simply not occurring at the necessary speed. Furthermore,
access to and the availability of fossil fuels has improved. Oilexporting countries have made the transition to stable and
democratic regimes. New technology has made it easier to
extract oil and to use it more efficiently. Finally, through a
growing climate scepticism, scientists are no longer able to
convince the world that climate change is caused by the use
of fossil fuels. As a result, there is less urgency to make the
transition to biomass. A world economy geared towards fossil
fuels, with flourishing free world trade, means, in principle,
good times for the Netherlands and certainly for Rotterdam.
However, a completely free market economy means that
money can only be earned by being super specialised and/or
able to produce and trade very efficiently. In this scenario,
the port is trading very healthily. The spirit of enterprise and
opportunism has shown us that there are many advantages
to regional cooperation. To be able to compete on the world
stage with Asian and North American economic regions,
Rotterdam has chosen regional cooperation. Rotterdam has
become part of a much larger metropolitan region, which
includes Antwerp.
E. Scenario IV: Metropolitan Misery
In this scenario, world trade stagnates and, due to continuous
global problems and lack of technological developments, the
Netherlands is still completely dependent on fossil fuels. The
transition to alternative sources is progressing much more slowly
than expected. The result is volatile fuel prices and shortages,
but also a greater pollution problem. Countries are trying to
safeguard their access to fuels and other scarce resources. As
the developed countries are unable to drag themselves out of
the recession and purchasing power continues to lag, the
emerging economies are finding that they can no longer find
a market to sell their goods, however cheap they are. In this
scenario, the world not only has a shortage of natural resources,
but is also faced with political and social unrest, natural disasters
and epidemics. All of these developments are plunging the
global economic system into a negative spiral, from which it
is difficult to escape. Countries choose protectionism and selfsufficiency or decide to seek alliances and cooperation, but
the impasse is great, the threatening shortages are serious and
populations are dissatisfied. For Rotterdam, this means that
the port is experiencing particularly hard times and all other
sectors are finding it difficult to keep their heads above water.
P.11

Increasing unemployment and bankruptcies are the order of
the day. There is no money to invest in alternative economic
activity. Education continues to lag behind, innovation is at a
standstill. In this scenario, Rotterdam sinks further and the
tide can no longer be turned.

2. PROGRAMME & PROCESS IAB 2011

WEDNESDAY MORNING, 18 MAY
As is the custom during the IAB conference, some time is set
aside for our “learning journeys’. These are visits to Rotterdam
areas and/or Rotterdam initiatives that will give the IAB
members a better understanding of the city and its inhabitants
and the challenges that face us.
This year, at the express request of several IAB members, a visit
to the south side of Rotterdam was organised. Under the expert
guidance of Hans van Rossum, Project Director Hart van Zuid,
the members were shown several areas and projects in
South Rotterdam, both good and bad. The members were
impressed by the headway made in the south and felt that
this area was a perfect example of initiatives that could be
accelerated through involving private parties and public-private
partnership constructions. The IAB advises that the municipality
gives serious consideration to a tender process to involve private
parties in the further development of the “Hart van Zuid”.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, 18 MAY
The IAB kicked off formally with a welcome lunch, hosted by
Mayor Aboutaleb, at which the members of the IAB, as well
as some Heads of Departments of the city administration
were present and the programme and goals for the conference
were outlined. After the lunch the company separated into
four groups which went to four different locations belonging
to EDBR members. Our hosts for the afternoon were: OVG,
Unilever, Hollandia and Hapag Lloyd. At the four locations,
four groups consisting of members of the Municipal Executive,
Heads of Department, EDBR and the IAB discussed the seven
strategic options against the background of one of the four
scenarios. The main task was to bring focus amongst the seven
options and to devise implementation strategies.

3. IAB RECOMMENDATIONS 2011

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, 19 MAY
After lunch in Courzand, in order to show the IAB members
another piece of real Rotterdam folklore, the members, together
with EDBR members and Heads of Departments assembled at
the RDM to discuss the EDBR project “Greenzone”, and the
steps needed to bring this project forward. A concluding
recommendation was reached to be part of the overall
recommendations made by the IAB.
THURSDAY EVENING, 19 MAY
Members of the IAB, EDBR, the Municipal Executive, the city
administration and the wider Rotterdam business and cultural
community were treated to a visit with a barbeque to the
building site of the 2nd Maasvlakte. A very special area with
great significance for the future of Rotterdam that is not normally
open to the public. The visit was greatly appreciated by everyone.
FRIDAY MORNING, 20 MAY
The first hours of the morning were spent by the IAB members
honing their recommendations for presentation to the Municipal
Executive and Heads of Departments. The presentation of the
recommendations – still preliminary at this stage – then took
place at the HAKA building, followed by a closing lunch.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
This year’s IAB recommendations are based on a thorough
discussion about robust strategies for Rotterdam. As part of
next year’s input we would appreciate being informed by the
Municipal Executive on the progress that has been made on
these and earlier recommendations, and the IAB would be
happy to be involved in achieving this progress.

3.2 SCENARIOS
The discussions were held against the background of the four
scenarios that were developed by the EDBR as part of the
Rethinking Rotterdam project. The scenario planning approach
proved to be very valuable in focusing the collective effort
on the key strategic themes the city has to address in the
years to come. Thinking in scenarios challenges us to take
into account all possible future outcomes and plan for the
worst. It reminds us not to put all our eggs in one basket.
Diversification of activities is important, while focus of spending
resources is also needed. As part of that objective, the city
should be willing to focus on a few sectors that really define
its future, such as maritime and logistics, energy and process
industry and healthcare and the creative sector, in which the
city has a natural advantage.
The Municipal Executive should embrace the scenario planning
method as it helps to identify plausible and consistent futures
for the city. We feel the scenarios provide a powerful tool to
anticipate change and manage risk for the city and therefore
encourage the EDBR to periodically update the scenarios and
their probabilities to be able to acknowledge change early and
stress test current policy. Scenario planning should be developed
into an ongoing and monitored process.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, 18 MAY
The whole group that participated in the afternoon was
welcomed for a working dinner at the Euromast. During the
dinner the chairpersons of each group reported back their
afternoon findings to the entire group.

3.3 FRAMEWORK FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1.
ATTRACTIVE CITY
(NR. 1 STRATEGIC OPTION & PRECONDITION FOR OTHER IMPORTANT OPTIONS)

2.
EXECUTIVE ACTION

3.
REGIONAL
COOPERATION

4.
SUSTAINABILITY

3.3.1. ATTRACTIVE CITY
In the opinion of the IAB Rotterdam is a vibrant city with many
advantages, such as its geographical location, working in its
favour. From looking at the possible future for Rotterdam it is
clear that in all possible scenarios, it is imperative that Rotterdam
focuses on creating an attractive city with a strong underlying
economy that is fully prepared to benefit from the advantages
of digitalisation.
However, the underlying residential statistics of Rotterdam
are a real cause for concern. The central aim for the city
should be to focus on strengthening the urban community. This
is the absolute number one strategic commitment and is the
precondition for all other strategic priorities to be successful
and for the city to reach her full potential.
Vision
Rotterdam should achieve as soon as possible a truly shared
contemporary vision of what the city in its entirety should be
or should become, recognising its heritage. The IAB is aware
that there are several visions in existence, but none of them
are widely known or shared across all stakeholders. For a vision
to work and be truly shared and implemented it needs to work
for all concerned, be owned by all concerned and be embraced
by all stakeholders. None of the existing visions for the future
currently have that quality.

THURSDAY MORNING, 19 MAY
On Thursday morning the IAB members, together with EDBR
board members and some Heads of Departments assembled
for a meeting on board the SS Rotterdam. The purpose of the
meeting was to pull the different strands of advice of the
previous day together in one coherent and comprehensive
set of recommendations.
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Who do we work for?
The public and private city developers need a much better
understanding of their (future) client base. On the basis of
this understanding they should design “places”, not structures,
where the people you want to attract and keep in the city want
to remain and spend time and money. What is needed is a
comprehensive study to find out which groups exactly the city
wishes to attract (and consequently which groups it wants to
discourage) and find out what these desired groups of residents
actually really want from their living environments: what types
of houses or living arrangements, what types of amenities
and where and how presented?
Do not cater to just one group, especially if that is not the group
you want to keep. Rotterdam has breathtaking architecture and
should be proud of that achievement and build on the ensuing
reputation. However there is a lack of cohesion between the
beautiful architecture. There is too much focus on architecture
and not enough on urban design and on the human scale. The
city does not need projects, but places. Real ethnographic
understanding is needed. How do the residents, businesses
and visitors want to use the spaces between the buildings?
For a “how to” guide to Human Centred Design please see:
www.ideo.com/work/human-centered-design-toolkit

Densification
Focus on densification of the city centre is a number one priority.
It is indispensable to have full private sector involvement to
increase knowledge. Focus on a small number of projects, dare
to make choices and ensure the commitment of the private
sector. There is at this moment no mechanism in place to actively
and effectively involve the private sector and there are too many
agencies that work separately from each other.
The city should generate and develop a variety of sources for
funding, striking the best possible balance between private and
public sources, benefiting from the opportunities created by
densification.
3.3.2. EXECUTIVE ACTION
In order to realise the strengthening of the urban community and
put living first, the IAB wants to stress the importance of an
adequate implementation of the strategies brought forward.
The IAB observes that Rotterdam is faced with an execution
challenge and recommends examining and solving current
barriers to swift implementation.

Public Private Partnership
The way to do this is by proactive leadership in the city’s
management and by creating a new collaborative structure for
the public and private sector to work together. In each of the
past seven IAB conferences the lack of executive action and
executive speed in all forms has been on the agenda. The fact
that this subject comes back every year shows that the IAB feels
that insufficient progress is being made.
From discussions between members of the IAB and EDBR it has
become clear that there is agreement between both boards on
the urgency of the realisation of executive power and leadership,
but there is also the readiness to help the Municipal Executive
reach this. In particular the areas where a lack of executive
action has been observed are precisely those
that affect the initiation of new economic activities:
• innovation as the number one source for economic growth
• inward investment
• city-marketing
• crucial area-developments
• stronger linkages between port and city
The conclusion is that the current bureaucratic structure is too
complicated to handle such important tasks. There is insufficient
single responsibility and single accountability. That is why the
EDBR’s proposal to create a government owned private company,
very much comparable to the ‘Rotterdam Port Authority’, which
will be responsible for the above mentioned tasks, deserves
serious consideration.
The IAB strongly advises the Municipal Executive to dedicate
people to work with the EDBR to devise a detailed plan for
such a company within a time frame of two months. As all the
important stakeholders in the city agree on this course of action
and are ready and willing to help, the Municipal Executive must
take this signal seriously.
The IAB recognises that the relationship between the EDBR
and the Municipal Executive is necessarily an occasionally
tenuous one, but regards the obvious willingness of the business
community to be deeply and enthusiastically involved in the
future of their city as one of Rotterdam’s great strengths.
The IAB wants to stipulate that a company like the above one
should be seen as a pilot to speed up the above mentioned tasks
and as a way to urge the Municipal Executive to start a process
of changing the city administration itself. In the long run this
latter course could prove to be a more sustainable solution.
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In regard to reforms within the city’s structure and management,
the executive should generate specific work programmes within
four months to transform the following areas:
• adapt the organisational structure to facilitate change.
• make necessary changes to the regulatory framework
(with emphasis on incentives for wealth creation).
• focus on the development of management processes
to attain greater efficiencies.
• design protocols for public-private collaboration
in development plans.
• Design protocols for public engagement in
support of development plans.
• Look at various funding mechanisms beyond direct taxation
(for instance consider the use of “tax incremental funding”
for projects).
The IAB feels that Rotterdam has excellent ideas and skilful
people, but not enough knowledge of innovative governance
structures, processes and financing mechanisms. Members of the
IAB are quite willing to share their expertise with the Municipal
Executive about various different funding mechanisms, public
private organisational structures and implementation strategies.
3.3.3. REGIONAL COOPERATION
The IAB agree that given the global developments in the world
economy the best way forward for Rotterdam to strengthen its
economy and safeguard future economic development is to seek
further regional cooperation, based on economic synergies.
There is a right level of aggregation for all relevant
functionalities, and these should be more exhaustively analysed
to determine what the right level of aggregation is. As such, the
promising relationship with The Hague reflects just one of the
many options that exist.

follow-up, to which the IAB has only devoted a limited amount
of time on this occasion.
3.3.4. SUSTAINABILITY
The IAB recognises the need for Rotterdam to accelerate their
ambitions to become a sustainable city and applauds the efforts
being made by the city. The efforts made so far however, are
still not far reaching enough. The IAB has been made aware
that the Alderman for sustainability has only recently published
a report on the future course for Rotterdam’s efforts to become
a sustainable green city. However, at the time of the conference
the contents of this report were not available to the members
of the IAB and therefore this report could not be taken into
account for the recommendations.
The port has a clear vision and direction to become the world’s
greenest port. The city needs such a clear vision too, and these
two visions need to be integrated and support and strengthen
each other. The city needs to work towards eco-efficiency and
needs to strongly involve its citizens in achieving total
sustainability. The Rotterdam Climate Initiative (RCI) is a good
initiative, but the RCI alone is not enough. Role models for the
true creation of a sustainable city are Copenhagen, Stockholm,
Portland (Oregon) and Oslo.
The development of a bio-based economy creates huge
opportunities for Rotterdam as the port for which huge quantities
of bio-mass material can be distributed. In particular it creates
an important option to add value through the development of
high tech bio based industry. This is one of the many examples
where the cooperation between the regional universities and
the city can add value to both.

CONTRIBUTION BY IAB MEMBER STEIN KRUSE
This is where the subsidiarity principle comes into effect. One
of the main considerations here is not to simply add another
layer of government but to seek strategic alliances there where
this makes most economic sense, and to simplify existing
government structures as far as possible. This relates to strategic
spatial planning, transport, major infrastructure, environmental
(waste, energy, water), housing, higher education and research,
economic development and cluster policy.
The outcome of this analysis could well be that Rotterdam should
focus on regional economic cooperation as the basis for its most
important strategic alliance. However, it is already clear that
certain long term economic interests of the city go beyond
conventional regional boundaries and cross many national ones.
Especially the relationship with Antwerp requires a serious
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Rotterdam's down-town is reasonably attractive by day but
far less inviting at night. The wide streets and no clearly
defined city centre or obvious destination contributes to this
lack of invitation. There appears to be little integration
between businesses, retail shops, bars and restaurants,
residential living and community activities. Granted, it is not
fair to compare Rotterdam to the capital city of Amsterdam,
but when you enter Amsterdam you get the feel of a city
that’s alive, dynamic and clearly very international.
Amsterdam is a 24/7 city. People live outside, appear to
have fun, go out for dinner and to bars, and there's street
entertainment and activities ongoing. To avoid a city being
“dead” at night, a city must leverage the many cultural

and innovative ideas that exist, seek more engagement
with the local residents, attract more visitors and tourists
and make them happy and desiring of returning. In order
to accomplish this, a long term, executionable integration
plan must be developed, and go beyond a simple vision
of what it “might” look like.

of Rotterdam reflects the personality of the city itself –
modern buildings echo the youth and vibrancy of the city.
I suggest the city use the present exciting architecture and
the new structures planned or already underway and create
new and impressive signage, cool ligthing, maps and
activities that leverage the city’s unique architectural profile.

Rotterdam and my home town of Seattle share similar
foundations as port cities, with the waterfront serving as
the base for commerce, international trade and tourism.
Seattle leverages its variety of architectural styles to market
the city to tourists as well as business and industry, and
to promote its image as a diverse, vibrant urban centre.
From high rises to turn-of-the century historical buildings
to avant-garde structures like the Space Needle and
Experience Music Project, marquee attractions serve as
anchors in the community and help define the downtown
social experience via surrounding restaurants, shops,
residential buildings and arts and culture.

The opportunity also exists for Rotterdam to leverage its
tremendous human capital – in particular work ethic and
ethnic diversity. Priority on the city’s appearance and
cleanliness and its safety and comfort for residents and
visitors alike is essential. Tourists want to have a great
experience and feel safe and at home when visiting a place.
The city could better market itself to international visitors and
provide improved signage and tourist information in English.

Chicago is another city which I really like and to which
Rotterdam perhaps has many comparative similarities.
The social fabric of both cities is inseparable from their
working class roots and ethnic diversity. Both are known
as “Second Cities”, both are transportation hubs. Both
cities have successfully rebuilt in a modern style based
on originality rather than antiquity, earning international
recognition for their achievements. Both cities are passionate
about arts and culture. Chicago is famous for its world
class art museum, aquarium, Museum of Natural History,
its symphony, and its successful sports franchises. The
fate of Chicago over the past half century is an interesting
study. As a city of heavy industry, it could easily have
suffered the rapid declines experienced by many other
cities in America’s industrial belt. Chicago has achieved
success as a major tourist destination and is also one of
the largest convention hosts in the United States, competing
with more tourism-focused cities like Las Vegas, New Orleans,
and San Francisco. Chicago is serious about business – 29
Fortune 500 companies are headquartered there. Rotterdam
could and perhaps should be Holland’s Chicago.

It seems to me that the policy option to foster an “attractive
residential city” is key in order to set up the conditions to
shift the tendency from a predominantly modest income
population to a balanced population of a mix of incomes that,
in turn, would draw a more diversified mix of companies to
the city and reinforce the creative sector. Innovative urban
design may be essential to Rotterdam in this scenario by
offering a way to escape the tendency for the city to become
simply an economic “producer” city rather than a “generator”
and “consumer” city.

When I think of Rotterdam, other than the port of course,
the first image I have is that of a city with interesting
and unusual architecture. Since the city was essentially
destroyed 65+ years ago, the city and municipal executives
should focus not on what Rotterdam is missing but on what
it can achieve, since it’s young and has space to grow, with
few limitations on historic preservation. The architecture

CONTRIBUTION BY IAB MEMBER LARRY BEASLEY

However, Rotterdam currently lacks significant qualities from
an urban design perspective. The core of Rotterdam simply
needs a lot more people in residence. I posited a target of
50,000 more people by 2030. The housing and community
provisions for this residential growth would have to consider
the consumer needs of a very diverse population. Of primary
concern would have to be support and accommodation for
families with children. This means new housing forms, new
neighbourhood arrangements, new amenity provisions, and
new localized shopping opportunities. Also, because the
aspiration would be to draw middle and upper income
households, the quality of urbanization would have to be
high. This means design guidelines on new buildings,
investment in public realm, and competitive standards for
community facilities. For example, I posited a target to
plant at least 50,000 new trees within the urban context
over the next decade because the built-up areas of
Rotterdam are somewhat austere. Fortunately, Rotterdam
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is in a very good position to achieve these aims because it
is a safe community, it has a pleasant scale, it has attractive
heritage buildings, including some iconic post-war
developments, it has unique non-profit housing corporations
acting within the private market sector, and it has localized
design prowess. Also, an innovative process has been under
way for several years to tie the green areas of the core
together into a coherent “green heart” for the core city,
which would be an essential pre-condition to attract wide
interest in residential in-migration – this particular effort
needs strong local government support.

CONTRIBUTION BY IAB MEMBER JOE PINE
I believe the primary area in which Rotterdam should
cooperate with the other cities in its region is the ongoing
creation and development of new innovative enterprises.
Innovation is the wellspring of economic development, job
creation, and wealth formation the world over. Far too often
governments stunt its growth through counterproductive
policies and laws that protect mature industries, retard labor
flexibility, and over-tax wealth creation. So the number one
thing Rotterdam can do is to work with its sister cities in
eliminating all practices that get in the way of innovation
– while simultaneously creating policies that encourage it.
This can include leveraging the knowledge created within
the region’s fine universities to encourage the formation of
new businesses around them, the sharing of best practices
– and more importantly best principles – across enterprises,
the mentoring of entrepreneurs, and putting in place enterprise zones in cities through tax practices that encourage
knowledge sharing, job swapping, and business formation.
Another more recent innovation, pioneered in Kansas City,
Kansas: “star bonds”. Specifically engineered to create
experience areas - fitting in with Rotterdam’s desire to be
a leader in leisure industries – star bonds securitize the
future sales tax of such experiences and use them to fund
the development of the experiences. Perhaps the concept
could be adapted to expand beyond leisure to, say,
healthcare industries as well. NB Something else that could
enhance healthcare is for everyone concerned - government,
enterprises, and even patients – to recognize that it is a
transformation industry and therefore that it should focus
on external outcomes, not internal activities.
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While such zones have been effectively used within states
and countries – and you could learn from the best of what
others have done while seeking to innovate further
improvements – perhaps the biggest challenge Rotterdam
faces is to cooperate across country boundaries. Coordinating
taxes, policies, and practices through the governments of
two countries within the strictures of the European Union
could prove to be a long and arduous process, but one worth
the effort. The key seems to be to build on the long heritage
of the Benelux region, particularizing it to Zuid-Holland
and its sister Netherlands provinces down to Antwerpen
and its sister Belgium provinces. While Rotterdam can
take the lead, it cannot be seen as “co-opting” Antwerp
in any way, particularly given the long history of competition
in shipping. The region cannot be a circle with Rotterdam
at its focus, but rather an ellipse with the two shipping
capitals as its two foci – which could provide the very
cooperation needed overall. Figure out how to cooperate
rather than compete in shipping, and everything else
becomes so much easier. That, it seems to me, must be the
cornerstone of cooperation, even though it is not necessarily
the core of future success.

CONTRIBUTION BY IAB MEMBER NICKY GAVRON
Although the functional urban region is important, just as
important is “identity regionalism”. The destinies of all the
cities, businesses, clusters, centres of research and higher
education excellence need to pull together and identify with
the city region.
Each city in a region should build on its strengths and
specialisms e.g. Delft – higher education.
Areas of cooperation would be strategic spatial planning,
transport (travel to work, airports), major infrastructure,
environmental (waste, energy, water), housing, higher
education and research, economic development and
luster policy.
It is imperative that metropolitan city regions have sustainable
economic development strategies.
Portland (Oregon, USA) is an example of a successful lead city
in a strong metropolitan region. NB the Portland Metro region
is elected.

Creating regional cooperation needs massive regional leadership. It can come from a range of bodies. It could be one of
the mayors of one of the municipalities; it could be from the
Chamber of Commerce. With the Seattle region, it was Bill
Stafford, President of the Trade Development Alliance of
Greater Seattle’s Chamber of Commerce.

CONTRIBUTION BY IAB MEMBER ROB PEARSON
Strengthening regional co-operation and knowledge
infrastructure, and creating an attractive residential city,
could have a significant impact on the ability to realise
the other strategic options, together with making full use
of the port to create more opportunities and provide for
inclusion of disadvantaged groups within the city. All could
create a climate within which talent is nurtured and kept in
the city region as an important part of cultivating innovation
and the offer to established and new companies that
underpins a sustainable and growing economy.
Within England, the new emphasis is on City Regions and
the promotion of Local Economic Partnerships (LEPs) for both
metropolitan areas and other logical partnerships of local
authorities, including rural areas. This logic starts with
defining what is the economic unit, which often translates
itself into the economic drivers where most of the
employment lies and the defined travel to work areas. In
the case of Sheffield City Region, this has pulled together
the South Yorkshire “urban” local authorities, but has also
brought in four local authorities from the East Midlands
that, in previous administrative terms, were viewed as
belonging to a separate region; an historical rather than
economic logic.
The emphasis of LEPs is on strengthening strategic fit with
local delivery remaining the responsibility of individual local
authorities. It is not about strong local authorities seen to
be “doing things” to other local authorities.
In practical terms, the larger spatial unit increases the “offer”,
and gives particular strength to bids for funding from
government for transport and other strategic infrastructure
projects through, for example, the Regional Growth Fund.
The new LEP boards are also charged with agreeing priorities
for Enterprise Zones, and so on, through co-operation rather
than competition. From the government’s perspective this
helps enormously in a time when public funding is tight

since it places the emphasis on local partnerships resolving
their own strategic priorities, rather than decisions being
taken centrally.
Following the lead of the previous UK Urban Development
Companies and Economic Development Companies, the main
boards have significant private sector representation,
engagement of the universities and a private sector
chair. Since central government is not providing funding
for executive teams to service the LEPs, particular local
authorities host the administration functions.
While the new LEPs are there primarily to encourage
economic growth, the local authorities are using the new
partnerships to address other themes that work at this
greater spatial unit. For Sheffield City Region, a sub board
has responsibility for Housing and Regeneration (a joint
board with the Homes and Communities Agency) informed
by an officer group in which individual local authorities take
the lead on behalf of the wider partnership on particular
strategic themes, such as housing growth and affordable
homes.
Other spin off advantages in difficult economic times
have included the promotion of joint procurement across
administrative boundaries, and one example of shared
services across two local authorities within the City Region.
Perhaps an unforeseen advantage has been the ability to
capture the skills of people, who would have previously
worked only for their own organisation, and get their
expertise applied to the wider spatial unit; for example
the sales and marketing expertise of Creative Sheffield,
the economic development company for Sheffield
EXAMPLE OF EMERGING CITY REGION:
MANCHESTER CITY REGION
Manchester is the hub of a region with nine other cities: City
of Manchester, Stockport, Tameside, Oldham, Rochdale, Bury,
Bolton, Wigan, Salford and Trafford, and four universities
(Salford, Bolton, Manchester Metropolitan and Manchester
University)
An Association of Greater Manchester Authorities (AGMA) was
formed in 1996, taking in the 10 municipal authorities. It runs
Manchester Airport, but it couldn’t have functioned effectively
without powers.
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An economic study (Manchester Independent Economic
Review: www.manchester-review.org.uk, commissioned
2008) was undertaken to look at the strengths, weaknesses
and challenges of the area. The study was undertaken by
an independent panel of economists and business leaders.
It argued that powers needed to be vested in the city region.
• On April 1st, 2011, a combined authority was formed:
the Greater Manchester Combined Authority. Strategic
powers, among others relating to transport, spatial
planning, housing, carbon, air quality management.
• An enterprise zone is being formed around the airport.
• They’ve formed a company called Midas, which is private
sector led, with the local authority having a stake.
• Universities are particularly strong, and there’s work
being done with the private sector to create a
technology innovation centre.
• And also a centre for sustainable urban infrastructure
is being developed.
• Greater Manchester is particularly focussing on
the Low Carbon Economy.
• In 2009, all Greater Manchester was designated a
Low Carbon Economic Area was formed, with a
business board to oversee delivery.
• It’s a combination of retrofitting, a heat network,
smart grid, greening the supply chains, working on
skills and at its heart is a procurement hub.

CONTRIBUTION BY IAB MEMBER MICHAEL SHANKS
The most pressing need, problem, and challenge for
Rotterdam comes under the topic of innovation. This includes
entrepreneurial energy and opportunity, creative policy
pursued by the city, and diverse, flexible and adaptive
businesses, institutions and workforce. Business as usual
ceased to be a sustainable option long ago, if it ever was
one. Above all, the city and its people, in their local, regional
and global perceptions and relationships, need AGILITY - to
be sharply aware of trends, ready and able to adapt to the
kinds of threats and opportunities sketched in the scenarios.
Cities and urban life are changing in tandem with the
evolving and contested significance of nation states.
Postcolonial globalization has much to do with this, and,
with the ongoing economic recession, we are seeing how
this intersects with the growing strength of concentrated
finance and capital outside state influence. This is the
context and support for the EDBR’s appropriate focus on
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regional urban affiliations/clusters that may even cross
national boundaries.
The banking and credit crisis has had an enormous and
negative effect on people’s confidence, already low, in
virtually all systems of national governance. More widely,
we can witness this disenchantment when people, in
hardship and crisis, refuse to accept the status quo – as in
the ongoing protests in North Africa and the Middle East.
There is evidence that people’s continuing faith in democracy
now rests on their experiences of local and regional,
municipal democratic process, rather than national systems
of political representation.
I draw attention to the human dimension. For example, in
the US the experience of the middle classes has been one
of little or no growth in standard of living since the 1970s,
in contrast, of course, to the successes of big business,
big government and a wealthy elite. Hence growing
disenchantment. Many other countries and regions are going
to face this reality of zero or even negative quantitative
growth. I suggest this throws attention on how people
experience growth: we need to redefine it in more human
terms as prosperity. Prosperity is not about another new car
or household appliance. This is the context, as I see it, for
enhancing people’s lived environments, making Rotterdam’s
city center attractive.
Focus on human-centered design and planning. This is a wide
field of evidence-based practice now well-established in
many business fields. I work under the mission held by
Stanford’s Design School of promoting design thinking as
effective and innovative problem solving, the kind of creative
agility I have been talking about. It begins and ends with
people.
Rotterdam’s municipal leaders and city government should
ask whether they have the creative capability to act with
agility in response to coming changes and in accordance
with strategic planning – flexible and rooted in the awareness
promoted by the likes of EDBR’s scenario analysis. If they
don’t have such people, they should set about acquiring this
capability.
Great architects and city planners have much expert advice
to give. We know there are proxies for such experiences. Topdown planning should look to such means of encouraging
rewarding urban experience. Human-centered planning
and design is research and evidence based, mobilizing a
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host of different methods, particularly ethnography, of
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